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Task Lighting

overview

WORKTOOLS

Illuminate the Workplace
Advances in technology and increasing flexibility let people work where and how they
like. Whether working in a mobile environment or at a dedicated workspace, workers
need well-lit spaces in order to be productive and feel their best. Proper illumination
reduces eyestrain, headaches and fatigue, and helps workers focus on the task at hand.1
Task lighting thoughtfully placed throughout a work environment is essential, helping
workers focus with ease and encouraging productivity and wellbeing.

IM#: 18-0111348 | SM: DASH MINI (HONEY)

DASH + DASH MINI WITH USB
The USB base has two ports, type C (60W max.) and type A (2.4A max.), enabling it to charge
two devices at a time, including a USB-C-compatible laptop, tablet or mobile phone.
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1 American Optometric Association. Adult Vision: 41 to 60 Years of Age. September 2016. Retrieved October 2016
from http://www.aoa.org/patients-and-public/good-vision-throughout-life/adult-vision-41-to-60-years-of-age?sso=y#1.
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For Every Lighting Need

DASH + DASH MINI
SOTO LED +
SOTO EXTENDED LED LIGHTS

Featuring clean lines, fluid movement
and a timeless aesthetic, each dash
LED Task Light has a high color
rendering index of 94, meaning
you’ll see the true nature of colors.
®

IM#: 15-0011136

With a sleek and simple design,
SOTO LED task lighting brings
powerful yet unobtrusive illumination.
®

IM#: 15-0011077

LED RADIAL + LINEAR
DESKTOP LIGHTS

MINI SOTO LED +
MINI SOTO EXTENDED LED LIGHTS

Expressive yet adaptable, LED
Radial and LED Linear Desktop
lights combine flexible positioning
with standard dimming and an
optional occupancy sensor.

IM#: 14-0001546

RADIAL
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IM#: 14-0001521

With the same minimal profile and
flexibility as SOTO LED, mini SOTO
LED brightens hard-to-reach and
hard-to-light places.

IM#: 12-0001586

LINEAR
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STATEMENT OF LINE

LED PERSONAL TASK LIGHT

Offering the same clean, linear
aesthetic as SOTO, the LED
Personal Task Light provides
focused, glare-free light while
illuminating and defining
personal workspace.
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IM#: 17-0078204

SURFACE MATERIALS

CERTIFICATIONS
cETLus

• 

Surface materials shown in brochure:
4AQ8 Wasabi

LED SHELF LIGHT

LED Shelf Light draws from
SOTO’s minimalist design to
linear shelving and overhead
storage, and boasts a premium
combination of high-quality
illumination and LED technology.

4799

Platinum

4CZ5 Honey
4AV3 Blue Jay
Colors are representative and may vary slightly from actual material.

For further options visit us online.

SUSTAINABILITY

At its heart, sustainability at Steelcase is about people. It’s about creating
and supporting the economic, environmental and social conditions that
allow people and communities to reach their full potential.

IM#: 17-0078205

Research and insights direct our path. It’s not only about creating
goods, it’s about creating good. It’s not only about creating value, it’s
about living our values. It’s not just about reducing our footprint, it’s about
expanding our reach. It’s about creating lasting and meaningful change
to enable the long-term wellbeing of current and future generations.

LED LINEAR SHELF LIGHT

LED Linear Shelf Light eliminates
shadows and dark corners under
shelf spaces, combining energy
efficiency and affordability.

IM#: 14-0001542

Innovative products and solutions result. In the development of our
products, we work to consider each stage of the life cycle: from materials
extraction, production, transport, use and reuse, until the end of its life. We
demonstrate performance through third-party verified certifications and
voluntary product declarations.
Steelcase’s sustainability promises, actions, and results are
communicated in an annual Corporate Sustainability Report.
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Call 800.333.9939 or visit Steelcase.com
facebook.com/Steelcase

twitter.com/Steelcase

youtube.com/SteelcaseTV
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